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The person who was eager to ask for credit and wanted to show in front of the old man
immediately raised the table and was filled with indignation. "Don't argue. Everyone
knows that you have been asking for leave and there are few things in the company.
Why do such people get such a high salary? "

"Why?" Xia Jinsheng's beautiful eyes tilted and sneered, "with 60% of the brand series
of 'Sheng', I contributed 80% of the revenue of the new company. Even this loss is
only a drop in the bucket compared with the previous gains. Why can't I? "

No one can say anything to refute, because she has real evidence every word, but the
more she is ruthlessly beaten in the face by a younger generation, the more the old
guys feel embarrassed and painful.

Always want to find some problems and set rules for new people.

"Is this your tutor? Bark at the elders. "

Secretly belittling her like a biting mad dog and a bone picking guy in an egg is like
looking for a dead end. Xia Jinsheng smiled deeply and turned his eyes to Gu Jun who
was watching the play. "Uncle, how about my tutor? You might as well discuss it
directly with the old man?"

If she couldn't raise her godfather, she was disciplined by the old man since childhood.
She said she didn't have a tutor. It's not lifting a stone and hitting her own feet. What's
it?

Sure enough, uncle Gu's face was extremely embarrassed, and his white beard
trembled angrily. But Gu's face was as usual, and he couldn't see his joy and anger.

"Do you want to shirk your responsibility?" Gu jundao. Like everyone else, he thought
it was Xia Jinsheng's fault and should be responsible for it. What he dislikes most is
people who clearly make mistakes and like to argue and evade responsibility.

I had no good impression of Xia Jinsheng, but now it's even worse.

"I didn't, but would it be too cold to fire me because of a mistake?"



"Keep you a scourge and continue to lose your family?"

The old man's words left Xia Jinsheng a little face. The joking eyes of others around
him danced around her like a sharp blade, with staggered scars.

She was dumb and had no choice but to plead guilty. Xia Jinsheng angrily left the
meeting room and rushed into the office to pack up.

If she knew who was deliberately targeting her, she would not let that guy go, skinning,
cramping and drinking blood. I'm so angry!

The sound of footsteps came in, and Gu Nanchen appeared in her field of vision. As
soon as her thin lips were wriggling, Xia Jinsheng made a sound suppression action,
"don't talk to me now, I'm angry."

Just when she was attacked, Gu Nanchen didn't even say a word for her and watched
her being bullied. Xia Jinsheng is bent to death and won't love herself when she gets
married.

"Go eat what you like?"

"No." Xia Jinsheng held the box and directly knocked him out. Jing Zhu and Gu ya'er
came in at the same time. They were surprised to see her actions, "are you fired?"

It was Jing Zhu who spoke, and his face was unbelievable. The words just touched her
minefield, which made Xia Jinsheng even more unhappy, "fuck you." He knocked
them apart and continued to go out.

"Did sister Jinsheng eat explosives today?" Gu ya'er's voice is getting farther and
farther behind her.

She hasn't been dismissed yet, but the situation is not much different from being
dismissed. The old man asked her to reflect at home for a month. During this period,
he was not allowed to work in the company. He even asked Gu Ge to replace her
temporarily.

When announcing the punishment, Gu Nanchen listened quietly without any response.
He didn't defend her or plead for her. Xia Jinsheng felt isolated for the third time.

She was very angry when Gu Ge replaced her. Gu Nanchen was indifferent, and she
was even more angry.

Out of the gate, Xia Jinsheng directly took the package and took the bus to his nest



with Mo Nanfeng for the rest of his life. Unfortunately, because she had a key, she
opened the door directly and found them making out on the sofa

"Ah!" She screamed, quickly covered her eyes, turned her back and complained, "can
you two dog men restrain a little and be careful to bring bad children all day."

Mo Nanfeng was so ashamed that he smoked on his head that he hurriedly got up from
the rest of his life. He first cleaned up his clothes for the rest of his life, and then
cleaned up for himself. After a while, he cleared his throat, "you, you can turn
around."

It may be that he was broken. His voice is not very natural and shy. Xia Jinsheng
became interested in flirting. Before he could practice his idea, he became powerful
for the rest of his life:

"What happened to the blue sky? Good light, easy to do things. Speak as if you hadn't
done it. "

She... She really did it with Gu Nanchen.

But they are in the room, not as bold as these two. At the thought of Gu Nanchen, Xia
Jinsheng's heart is blocked again. Maybe the man's freshness period has passed, so he
doesn't care about her.

After listening to her cause, the corners of her mouth twitched for the rest of her life,
"are you bothering me because of this shit?"

"Yu Xiaoshou, don't be so hungry, will you? Or not a friend? "

"Who is the victim? Which eye did you see? "

The voices of the two are higher than the other, like a very childish child debating the
topic of no nutrition. Mo Nanfeng smiled helplessly. They were more alive than one. It
makes sense to make something happen together.

Xia Jinsheng held his chest in his cold hands and smiled, "Oh, I saw clearly with these
two eyes just now." Then she pointed to the kiss marks on her neck for the rest of her
life and joked, "Yo, the war is still very fierce." Even if it is torn down, there will be
no half panic for the rest of your life. Hook your fingers and the evil spirit smiled,
"accept it, but I'm not small." As he said, he also took off his pants and wanted to test
the size of Xiao Xia Jinsheng. Her brain was white, and her body turned around
conditionally for a long time. She didn't realize that she had been fooled until there
was a hearty laugh for the rest of her life behind her. Damn it“ Have you ever thought
that he may have other difficulties? " Mo Nanfeng interrupted the mischief of the rest



of his life in time and allowed them to continue. The end must be that his family was
cleaned up miserably. In the end, it was he who suffered, and the gains outweighed the
losses. Xia Jinsheng was stunned. He was so angry that he forgot to consider from the
perspective of Gu Nanchen. As a manager of the company, he can't confront the board
of directors and favor her. Besides, she didn't talk first. When he calmed down, his
anger subsided. But Xia Jinsheng is awkward and doesn't want to admit that she is
wrong. Even if she is wrong, she is not alone. Why should she be the only one to
punish? Just from her expression, Mo Nanfeng knew that she was entangled again and
sighed, "if he is a student union cadre for the rest of his life, the school asked him to
organize a party. You were injured when I was in charge of the site layout. Should I be
responsible for it for the rest of my life? "“ Of course. " Both the person in charge of
the party and Mo Nanfeng should be responsible for the accident for the rest of his life.
And for the rest of his life, as a top manager, the supervision is not in place, and even
the punishment will be heavier... For a moment, Xia Jinsheng understood the meaning
of his words. The previous depression was like dew evaporated and dissipated“ I see.
Don't you go quickly and stay and continue to be a light bulb? " Xia Jinsheng intended
to leave with a ferocious posture for the rest of his life. As for now, she has changed
her mind. She took a bold step to sit down between the two people and separated them.
She still wanted to squeeze on the side for the rest of her life, so that he shouted, "Hey,
man and woman are not close!" Xia Jinsheng ignored him until he squeezed him into
the corner of the sofa. Then he quickly hugged Mo Nanfeng's arm. Of the course, he
didn't stick it directly at a distance. I think it's a relationship from an angle. For the rest
of my life, they are close. I know it's a joke. I'm still flustered when I see this
scene“ South wind Ge Ge, how gentle are you, or I'll marry you? " Xia Jinsheng
deliberately pinched his voice and was sincere for the rest of his life. The effect was
contrary to what she expected. Instead of being jealous, he also shrunk his mouth,
looked her up and down in contempt and said, "shame yourself. Only those surnamed
Mo despise the figure of your tablet computer. His heart can only be mine. " Cut, it's
like he's not pianping machuan. Mo Nanfeng was going to take Xia Jinsheng's hand
away. After hearing what he said for the rest of his life, he changed his mind and made
a shallow arc at the corner of his mouth. Looking back, Xia Jinsheng, who just caught
this scene, immediately felt that his heart was all lying in the groove. As soon as he
wasn't careful, he was stuffed with dog food by the dog man. She was very upset.
Finally, she decided not to stay out of the way and shine here. She wanted to benefit
other humans, such as small dumplings who need love, or Gu Nanchen. Down the
stairs, where she stopped on the second floor. There was no other reason. There was
one more person in front of her, the one she intended to benefit. The air was very quiet,
and the time slipped away from his fingertips second by second. Xia Jinsheng felt that
he should say something so that he wouldn't look very strange“ What a coincidence. "
Hey? What did she just say? Xia Jinsheng wants to knock himself out with a stick. It's
a coincidence that these two words are stupid enough“ Unfortunately. " Gu Nanchen
reached out and stroked her face. Her movements were soft, like goose feathers
sweeping gently, but she couldn't help a thrill. It's because it's too cold! How long has
he been down there? Why not go up or sit in the car? Just imagining him blowing the



cold wind in the ice and snow, the position of his heart tingled slightly“ Are you going
to eat something you like? How about a candlelight dinner? " Xia Jinsheng shook his
head. Gu Nanchen's fingertips trembled slightly. She took his hand and turned her eyes
silently, "go to the market to buy vegetables. There's a small ball at home." At that
moment, she seemed to see the sunshine behind Gu Nanchen. He held her hand tightly
for fear that people would escape. Happy, "let's go." They washed the supermarket
with blood and went home with this big bag and small bag. Xiaotuanzi looked at the
door early. As soon as he saw them, he ran quickly.
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